
SWIFTSHIELD
Automatic Boat Cover System





SWIFTSHIELD
Boat more, hassle less.

Sunstream’s SwiftShield automatic boat cover system helps you to 
use your boat more and keeps your boat looking new longer. Say 
farewell to the frustration that comes with traditional boat covers and 
hello to boating anytime you want. Cover or uncover in 30 seconds 
with the push of a remote. 

The first boat cover you’ll love to use.





SMOOTH HYDRAULICS
No more hassle or muscling your cover to snap it on. When it’s time to cover your boat after a full day on 
the water, the strength and precision of the hydraulics guide the cover on and hold it tightly so nothing 
gets in. Smooth, strong and secure.

SUPERIOR COVERAGE
The only thing more important than convenience is protection, and that starts with a custom fit cover. 
Your boat is measured digitally for the optimal fit to secure your boat (top, sides and rear) from the 
elements and open aft venting enables quick drying. When you’re on the water, the cover is stored on 
the roller so you don’t have to stow it.

DURABLE CONSTRUCTION
Sunstream designs for the long term with marine-grade aluminum and stainless steel hardware so the 
SwiftShield will stay strong in fresh or salt water. Our reliable hydraulic design ensures years of use while 
water-soluble fluid helps to protect the environment.

MULTIPLE CONFIGURATIONS
We think the Sunstream Swiftshield automatic boat cover system is a gamechanger which is why we 
wanted to make it available to as many boaters as possible. The SwiftShield pairs beautifully with the 
SunLift SLX, SunLift Legacy, and FloatLift. Additionally, we o�er configurations for pile lifts, elevator lifts, 
and swing arm airlifts.

Sunstream Swiftshield system is not fully automatic for all situations and depends on boat type and wind conditions.
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for Sunstream SunLift SLX and SunLift Legacy

SWIFTSHIELD AMS

for most piling lifts
SWIFTSHIELD AMP

for Sunstream FloatLift, 
Swing Arm Air Lifts, 
and Elevator Lifts

SWIFTSHIELD AMU
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Aft Venting
Your boat dries quickly, preventing molding with great 
ventilation in the rear.

Strong Spring Roller and Cover Storage
A powerful torsion spring keeps the cover super tight. 
Cover rolling system means that bulky covers do not 
need to be stored on board, which maximizes use of 
limited storage on boat.

Adjustable Hydraulics
Arm starting and ending position is easily adjusted.

Hidden Cylinder
Retracted cylinder keeps the shaft clean.

Cover Lanyards
Lanyards connect to optional bow sprit, to bottom, or to 
dock. Lanyards keep cover from rolling up in o� position. 

Digital Custom Cover
Covers are digitally measured and custom designed to 
reduce stress points and provide optimal fit for boat 
features and then digitally precision cut.

Adjustable Arm
SwiftShield mechanism is adjustable to fit a wide range 
of boats.

SWIFTSHIELD FEATURES

Integrated Cover/Lift Operation
For SunLift / SunLift SLX owners

The Swiftshield AMS shares the same 
powerpack as the SunLift / SunLift SLX and 
automatically switches from ‘Cover mode’ to 
‘Lift mode.’ The remote o�ers seamless 
experience from uncovering the boat to 
lowering it with one press of the button. This 
also prevents accidentally lowering the boat 
through the roller. When you’re done, just 
press the up button to raise the boat and 
cover the boat.  

Remote Control
SwiftShield is remote-controlled via a 
handheld key fob.

Solar or AC charged Hydraulic Powerpack
12V Hydraulic power unit, remote control 
and battery housed in a decorative and 
durable fiberglass box.



Protect your boat with full coverage and access with a 
touch of a button.  Enjoy your boat more and hassle less.

ONE-FINGER ACCESS





By design, the 
SwiftShield various 
models are built to 
work with many 
di�erent boat lifts, 
boat sizes and styles.  
Chances are, we 
have a configuration 
that will fit your boat.

FLEXIBLE
APPLICATION



SWIFTSHIELD 
COVER COLORS

Black

Light Grey

Dark Grey

Green

Blue

Navy

Tan

 Taupe

Burgundy

Red

Colors are approximate.  
Please see samples for 
accurate color.  Custom 
colors are also available

Covers are sold and warrantied 
through independent regional 
cover fabricators.



BOAT MORE, 
BOAT EASIER, 
BOAT BETTER.

SWIFTSHIELD

sunstreamboatlifts.com

FLOATLIFT
Free-floating 
Hydraulic Boat Lift

SUNLIFT LEGACY
Original Hydraulic
Free-standing Lift

SUNPORT2
PWC Drive-On 
Dock

SUNLIFT SLX
Next-Gen
Free-Standing Lift


